


6th DREOSTI MEMORIAL 
LECTURE 

Dr. Guido Dreosti, 
to whom we dedicate today’s lecture, 
was instrumental to introduce state of 
the art refrigeration systems needed 
for South Africa’s development. 
Dr. Dreosti was a visionary who 
promoted the future of refrigeration 
as was appropriate at his time. 
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In his memory, and once more looking into the future, we will today 
review how others have accepted and are successfully using 
refrigeration systems with the natural refrigerant R290, propane, 
and what good reasons you might want to consider in favor of 
this technology in your own business decisions.  
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When trying to look into the future it is often helpful 
to first review the past. In a memorial lecture to honor 
Dr. Dreosti’s work, this seems exceptionally appropriate. 
So, we find that in the year 1998, in the very 
first Dreosti Memorial Lecture, 
Robert Heap presented natural refrigerants as appropriate 
responses to Climate Change, too. 

6th DREOSTI MEMORIAL 
LECTURE 

First Dreosti Memorial lecture: 

1998:      Global Warming - Considerations for the 
    Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Industry

Presenter: Robert Heap, President of the Institute of Refrigeration 
(UK),

     President Cambridge refrigeration Technology



6th DREOSTI MEMORIAL 
LECTURE 
Lecture Content
Introduction 
(myself, my slides, products are mentioned as examples only)

Short History of: 
Refrigerants
Proklima and R290
Montreal Protocol

Overview of Technical Issues: 
Hydrocarbon Refrigerants
Availability of R290 Systems and Parts
Installed R290 Refrigeration Systems and Heat Pumps

Energy management related to our work
HVACs are Part of Integrated Energy Systems
Some Aspects of Climate Change
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Refrigerants in the Past and Future

https://assets.danfoss.com/documents/DOC281024266693/DOC281024266693.pdf
https://assets.danfoss.com/documents/DOC281024266693/DOC281024266693.pdf
https://assets.danfoss.com/documents/DOC281024266693/DOC281024266693.pdf


South Africa recognizes 
potential of R290 in the late 
1990’s
Rand Afrikaans University 
(now the University of Johannesburg)
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CONCLUSIONS
All the refrigerants 
considered can be 
used as 
alternatives for 
R22. [….] 
Propane in 
general performed 
marginally better 
than all the 
refrigerants 
considered. It is a 
good long term 
replacement for 
R22 as it is very 
environmentally 
friendly. The 
flammability of 
propane should, 
however, be 
addressed.
Source: MEYER JP; Experimental evaluation of five 
refrigerants as replacements for  R-22, ASHRAE Transactions, 
Vol. 106, Pt.2, Paper nr: MN-00-6-4, pp. 583 – 588, 2000
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Quote*): 
It is conclusive that HC refrigerants perform better than HCFC 
and HFC. HCs were among the first refrigerants in the early 1900s. 
Synthesized CFC refrigerants were manufactured to mimic performances 
of natural refrigerants while avoiding toxicity and combustibility issues. 
The Montreal Protocol later phased out CFCs and HCFCs as ozone 
depleting substances. The replacement HFCs were touted by their 
producers as “eco-friendly” on the grounds of zero ozone depleting 
potential disregarding their status as extremely detrimental to the climate 
under the Kyoto Protocol. 

*) Source: Hydrocarbons as Refrigerants―A Review, 
J.H. KOH, Z. ZAKARIA AND D. VEERASAMY,
ASEAN Journal on Science and Technology for 
Development, 34(1), 2017

International and regionals standards, guides, legislation, and equipment are 
already available for a safe and efficient use of HC based AC&R 
equipment. It is about time that legislation on the use of HC is enacted in 
Malaysia as to enhance its safe and efficient use of HC and other natural 
refrigerants.

Hydrocarbon Refrigerants
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Source: Danfoss | DCS-ACR | 2018.09  https://
assets.danfoss.com/documents/DOC281024266693/DOC281024266693.pdf     

Refrigerants of the Past and Future

Refrigeration and refrigerants are a necessity in today’s 
world and they will become even more important in the 
warming world to come. 
Because some of yesterday’s solutions have severe 
consequences for today’s environment, it is imperative that 
the industry looks ahead to develop future-proof solutions. 

Danfoss has been developing products to be used with hydrocarbons. 
By performing risk assessments, Danfoss was able to develop internal 
standards to regulate products that use flammable refrigerants. 
Danfoss also consults with insurance providers for their approval. 
Today, Danfoss offers a comprehensive program of controls and safety 
measures for flammable refrigerants on a global scale.

https://assets.danfoss.com/documents/DOC281024266693/DOC281024266693.pdf
https://assets.danfoss.com/documents/DOC281024266693/DOC281024266693.pdf
https://assets.danfoss.com/documents/DOC281024266693/DOC281024266693.pdf


Danfoss Systems for 
Hydrocarbon Refrigeration

Propane has been discussed since the late 
1980s as a replacement for CFCs and 
especially HCFC-22. It has a long history in 
refrigeration and is thus a well known 
candidate. 
Except for its high flammability R290 has very 
similar properties to R22. However, the 
flammability has been an issue limiting its use. 
While isobutane (R600a) was introduced in 
household appliances in some parts of the 
world from the beginning of CFC phase out, 
R290 was accepted only much later to replace 
R134a, R22 or R404a in a wide range of 
appliances.
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Source: https://www.danfoss.com/en/about-
danfoss/our-businesses/cooling/refrigerants-and-
energy-efficiency/refrigerants-for-lowering-the-
gwp/hydrocarbons/ Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Leapfrog to a long-term 
solution with Danfoss’ 
wide product portfolio for 
hydrocarbon systems



Proklima
2003-2011
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17 African countries, Iran, India, China, Brazil 
In total about 30 countries in 
Latin America, Europe, Middle East, Africa and Asia



PROKLIMA’s early Hydrocarbons 
approach
Goal: Refrigerator production without CFC12 and CFC11 
with  isobutane (R-600a) as refrigerant and 
cyclopentane as blowing agent for the insulation foam.
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v Greenpeace re-discoveredr hydrocarbon refrigerant technology 
(isobutane, R-600a) at the formally East-German enterprise 
Foron and named it “Green Freeze”.

v “Green Freeze” was early-on identified as sustainable, ultimate 
solution to ozone depleting and climate threatening CFCs. 

v The German Ministry of Economic Cooperation (BMZ) 
supported this alternative in the Executive Committee of the 
Multilateral Fund of the Montreal Protocol. 
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Multilateral Fund of the Montreal Protocol 
German Ozone Fund 
v The first project: In 1992, the German BMZ funded the installation 

of two production lines with CFC-free and energy efficient 
“Green Freeze” technology at the 
Chinese refrigerator manufacturer Haier, Qingdao.

v Liebherr, at the time, was the only one of the big 
German refrigerator manufacturers willing to do the job. 

v Actual production of R-600a refrigerators started only 2 years later. 
 

v By 2013, over 600 million of these ozone layer 
friendly refrigerators were operating worldwide. 

v As a “side effect”: >1 billion tCO2eq/yr were avoided. 



Montreal Adjustment 
2007
HCFC phase out
Agreed on a an accelerated phase-out of HCFCs: 
Ø   for industrialized (non-A5) countries until 2020 (99.5%) 

  and complete phase out by 2030 and 
Ø   for developing (A5) countries until 2030 (97.5%) and    

  complete phase out by 2040. 
Ø   monitoring CO2 equivalents of alternative technologies
Ø   provided a 10% bonus for adopting natural refrigerant 

  alternatives with low or no GWP.
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Kigali Amendment 2016 
HFC phase down

The signatory parties are divided into three groups:
• First group: developed economies like USA, UK and EU. Start phase down 

HFCs by 2019 and reduce it to 15% of 2012 levels by 2036.
• Second group: most emerging economies like China, Brazil, South Africa as 

well as other African countries. Baseline 2020-2022, freeze date 2024 and 
phase down to 20% of the baseline by 2045.

• Third group: developing economies like India, Pakistan, Iran, Saudi Arabia, etc. 
Start phasing down 2028 and reduce HFCs to 15% of 2024-2026 levels till 2047.

The Kigali Amendment strengthens the 2016 Paris Agreement limiting the rise of 
global temperatures to below 2o Celsius compared to pre-industrial levels.

It can prevent HFC emissions of 70 billion tons of CO2 equivalent, or more.
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The Montreal Protocol with it’s 2007 Montreal Adjustment and 2016 Kigali 
Amendment, and the Paris Climate Accords are but cornerstones for a 
dynamic development towards a low emission world economy. 
I expect targets to get stricter as time passes and the extent of 
damage and costs due to climate change becomes overwhelming. 



2008: Germany’s Internationale Klima Initiative 
(IKI)

https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/en/?iki_lang=en
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https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/en/?iki_lang=en
https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/en/?iki_lang=en
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Proklima implements BMU–IKI projects

China: 
GREE the world’s larges AC 
manufacuturer sets up the world’s first 
R290 AC production line
India:
Godrej, India’s first user of R290 
technology 
South Africa: 
PicknPay converts stores in 
Johannesburg and Cape Town to 
NH3/CO2 cascade systems
Indonesia:
AICOOL expands its production
to R290 chillers 



Technical Considerations
Refrigeration and air-conditioning systems usually 
have a lifetime of 15 years, sometimes much more. 

To plan for such long investment periods it is necessary to 
assess future developments to ensure continued economical 
operation of the equipment.
Ø Relevant dates to note for long term investments
Ø Total Equivalent Warming Impact (TEWI) 
Ø Meaningful indications of the global warming potential 

(GWP) of fluoro-carbon refrigerants 
Ø R290 charge limit increase narrowly rejected approved
Ø Availability of R290 chiller systems and components
Ø Examples of installed and operating R290 systems
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Important Dates
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China 2030 – Reduction of HFC emissions by 60% 
China 2025 – Reduction of HFC emissions by 25% 
Europe 2022 – Ban of HFCs with GWP >150 in commercial applications
USA 2021 – Ban of R134a in automotive A/C
USA 2020 – Ban of HFCs in all MBP*) applications and stand-alone LBP*) systems
Europe 2020 – Ban of HFCs with GWP >150 in mobile room A/C
Europe 2020 – Ban of HFCs with GWP >2,500 in commercial refrigerators and freezers
USA 2019 – Ban of HFCs in vending machines and MBP refrigeration systems 
(<2,200 BTU/h)
USA 2017 – Ban of HFCs in supermarket systems
USA 2016 – Ban of HFCs in all retrofit refrigeration systems
Europe 2015 – Limitation of the HFC import and production (+ tax increases)
Europe 2015 – Ban of HFCs with GWP >150 for household refrigerators and freezers
Worldwide 2015 – Complete prohibition of R12 and start of R22 phase-out

*) MBP (medium back pressure); LBP (low back pressure)

Source: https://www.secop.com/solutions/natural-
refrigerants/



19© 2016 Dpac UK.     https://www.bitzer-
refrigerantreport.com/refrigerants/halogen
-free-natural-refrigerants/

All halocarbon refrigerants are extremley potent greenhouse gases contributing to 
global warming. For example, calculated on a time horizon of 100 years, the emission from 
1 kg R134a is equivalent to about 1430 kg of CO2 (GWP100 = 1430 / GWP20 = 3830).
Consuming electricity, a refrigeration plant also causes indirect CO2 emissions. Electricity 
is still mostly generated in coal fired power plants. In Europe the CO2 released from such 
power plants averages around 0.45 kg per kWh of electrical energy. 
This results in a significant greenhouse effect over the lifetime of a refrigeration plant.
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REFRIGERANT REPORT 20
Global Warming and TEWI Factor

The global warming 
effect caused by the 
operation of individual 
refrigeration plants 
over their technical 
lifetimes can be 
calculated as 
its TEWI = 
Total Equivalent 
Warming Impact.



Atmospheric lifetime and GWP100 vs 
GWP20

20

Halocarbon Atmospheric 
Lifetime (years)

GWP
100 years

GWP 
20 years

CFC-12 ~100 10,300 10,800
  HCFC-22      12   1,780   5,310

HFC-32           4.9     675   2,330
  HFC-125      29  3,500   6,350

    HFC-410a      *)  2,088   4,340
    HFC-134a      14  1,430   3,830
    HFC-404a          34.2  3,922   6,100
    HFC-407c      **)  1,774   4,115

CO2   (>500)         1          1
Ammonia           0           0

Hydrocarbons               0.041       < 3         < 3

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 
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 *) R410a = R125 (50%)+R32 (50%)
**) R407c = R125 (25%)+R32 (23%)+R134a (52%)
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Claiming Fluorinated Refrigerants 
as “Environmentally Friendly”

   

HFC-410a  GWP 100
  2,088

 GWP 20
 4,340

 

HFC-32  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 GWP 100
675

 GWP 20 
  2,330



Hydrocarbon charge limit increase proposed

In July 2018 national committees 
on the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 
voted 75% “yes” to increase the 
charge limit of A3 (flammable) 
refrigerants like propane in 
commercial refrigeration 
equipment to 500g from 150g. 

22http://refrigerationclub.com/75-yes-vote-
hc-charge-limit-increase-gonatrefs/

The new guideline acknowledges the extensive research into the safety 
of flammable refrigerants. ”It is possible to mitigate flammability risk of the 
refrigerants. The appliance using it has to be designed to prevent creation of 
risky concentrations in case of leak.” “Embraco already offers a full range of 
high efficiency compressors for light commercial applications.”  
(Marek Zgliczynski, Director of Research and Development at Embraco North America)

Source: Embraco20/07/2018
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Hydrocarbon refrigerant charge 
limit increase: narrowly rejected!

narrowly approved!!
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International
Electrotechnical
Commission

Revised: 34             8      23.5           APPROVED 



Hydrocarbon charge limit increase

Interview with 
Jonas Chen 
General Manager, AHT China
• Chen said that AHT is closely monitoring the 

possible increase of the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) charge 
limit on A3 refrigerants from 150g to 500g.

• Chen said that a limit increase will have a 
positive affect on the uptake of AHT's larger 
R290 cabinets in China, which need a 
charge of around 400g. 

24http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8649/chinashop
_2018_aht_steps_up_r290_leadership_in_china

To comply with current regulations, AHT equipment has three independent 
refrigerant circuits – which means three compressors and three systems 
running, which increases cost and complexity of the units.
AHT already has over one million propane-based cabinets operating in the 
market worldwide. 

AHT at ChinaShop 2018, China.
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Hydrocarbons

ü Hydrocarbon refrigerants are highly efficient, non-toxic and 
inexpensive. They are flammable but NOT explosive!!

ü For HVAC&R applications, propane (R290), isobutane (R600a) and 
propylene (R1270a) are most frequently used.

ü In today’s well designed systems, their flammability is safely 
controlled. 

ü Hydrocarbon refrigerants are environmentally friendly and future-proof, 
having low global warming potential (GWP) and no ozone depleting 
potential (ODP). 

ü Due to good thermodynamic properties, HC refrigerants can be used 
with less pressure than other refrigerants, putting less stress on 
components and requiring less energy, thus decreasing energy bills. 25Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 

Lecture, June 2019





Risk assessment! 

increasing knowledgeHigher 
risk

Lower 
riskUncertainty Certainty

Source: Dr Daniel Colburne, Vienna, July 2018: Development of 
Thermotar R290 ducted split and rooftop air-conditioning units Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 

Lecture, June 2019



Leak simulation 
testing
Example: split air-conditionersv In a catastrophic, instantaneous leak situation, 

between 65% - 75% of the refrigerant exits the system
v In off-mode, a gas detector (one safety device), set at 

20% of LFL indicates a leak inside the in-door unit and 
then initiates ventilation. In this approach, the floor 
concentration did not exceed 70% of LFL. 
(charge equivalent of 450g of HC in a 30m3 room)

v Use of solenoid shut-off valves in the liquid line (and 
where necessary, in the suction line) can further reduce 
the leakage to around 20% of the charge quantity
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Safety of hydrocarbon refrigerants: 

Refrigeration system components

Castel Solenoid Valves for HC refrigerants 
for use in EX Zone 2.  
Normally-closed solenoid valves 
manufactured in compliance with the ATEX 
Directive (valves with an “EX” suffix).  

28
© 2012-2019, all rights reserved. 
https://www.castel.it/en/product-
category/safety-devices/

Safety Valves in these series are unbalanced, conventional direct-loaded. 
The valve is opened by the thrust from the fluid under pressure below the 
shutter, when thrust exceeds the opposing force of the spring acting on the 
shutter. For hydrocarbon refrigerants R290, R600, R600a with reference to 
Directive 2014/68/EU (EC Regulation No. 1272/2008).  

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

PRODUCTS SUITABLE FOR
HYDROCARBON REFRIGERANTS
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Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012):

R290 Room Air-Conditioner Production

Estimated 
2 billion 
Room Air 
Conditioners 
worldwide 
on windows 
of public and 
private 
buildings 

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
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Room Air Conditioner production with R290 refrigerant in China
Chinese cooperation Partners: 

oChinese Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP / FECO)
oGREE Electrical Appliances Inc. of Zhu Hai 
oChinese Household Electrical Appliances Association (CHEAA)

Probably the most important industrial conversion project 
on a global scale is the production of room air-conditioners 
(RAC) using the environmentally friendly hydrocarbon 
refrigerant Propane (R290). 
Every year almost 100 million new RAC units are produced. 
If, in the coming years, all such units would be replaced by 
the R290 technology demonstrated in the 
MEP/FECO / BMU-IKI / GIZ-Proklima project with GREE 
emissions of 10-20 billion tons CO2eq can be prevented. 

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012):
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The worlds first R290 Room Air Conditioner production line
Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Zhu Hai 14th of July 2011

Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012)
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Godrej Hydrocarbon 
Air Conditioners

32

Source: © Godrej 2013 . 
http://www.godrejappliances.com 

In December 2010, a tripartite agreement was reached between the 
 Indian government (Ozone Cell), the 
 German Ministry of Environment (IKI / GIZ-Proklima) and the 
 Indian air-conditioner manufacturer Godrej 
to set up a manufacturing facility for an annual output of 
180,000 R290 Split and Window type air conditioners.

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Previously in the year 2000, Godrej had already introduced 
100% CFC free refrigerators, using R-600a hydrocarbon technology 
– the first and only Indian company to do so.

Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012):
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Development and Market Introduction 
of R290 split Air Conditioner in India

v Converting R22 based 
AC production lines to R290

v Training on safe handling of 
flammable refrigerants in 
R290 AC manufacturing, 
installation, servicing and repair

v More than 600.000 units sold 
in the Indian market

v Godredj‘s R290 inverter models 
achieved the highest energy 
efficiency class of the 
Indian Bureau of Energy Efficiency

© GIZ Proklima
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Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012):



Click icon to add 
picture

PnP Refrigeration Program

Environmental & 
Efficiency Strategy

Presented by: Trevor McLachlan
Head of Energy, Refrigeration, Electricity & HVAC
Pick n Pay
South Africa, 2012

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012):



1st SA food retailer to implement a 100% 
Natural Refrigeration Plant, Funded by Germany

35

PnP Randpark Ridge
• MT side using Ammonia/Glycol

o Ammonia charge below 80kg (safety)
• LT side on CO2
• Total capacity = 360 kWR
• Performance top 5% of portfolio
• Total CO2 emissions savings in 

excess of 680 tons/year

PnP Strand
• MT side using Ammonia/Glycol

o Ammonia charge below 80 kg (safety)
• LT side on CO2
• Total capacity = 270 kWR
• Performance top 5% of portfolio
• Total CO2 emissions savings in 

excess of 470 tons/year

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012)



After the first 2 stores that GIZ converted …

36

• Pick n Pay completed another 2 installations with 
Natural Gas Refrigerants (Hydrocarbons) 

• These have been done with local consultants and local 
contractors

• One at our Food Distribution Centre
• The other is now our greenest store ‘On Nicol’

• Not only does this plant solely use Natural gas for the 
Refrigeration, it is also the Air Conditioning plant as well.

• In addition the plant creates ice at night, which is 
melted during the day for the Air Conditioning 

• A Photo Voltaic system converts solar energy to assist 
in powering the plant.

• Skylights allow lighting to shut down completely during 
the day as a daylight harvesting system has been 
installed. 
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Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012)



Our ‘On Nicol’ Store

37
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Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012)



To date [September 2012], we have 
reduced our electricity consumption by 
28%

38
Savings to date:  >300,000,000 kWh
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Proklima / IKI Projects (2008-2012)



Indonesia government: 'We support 
installation of hydrocarbon chillers' 
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© 2016 shecco Media. 
Devin Yoshimoto, 08/2018. http://
hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8472/indonesia_govt_we_support_the_installation_of_hydrocarbon_chillers

Rida Mulyana, director-general, 
Indonesia Directorate-General of 
New Renewable Energy and 
Energy Conservation
Source: Indonesia Ministry of Energy and 
Mineral Resources

With climate damaging refrigerants being phased 
down under the Montreal Protocol and its Kigali 
Amendment, Indonesia's Ministry of Energy and 
Mineral Resources is encouraging industry to 
adopt hydrocarbon-based technology due to its 
energy efficiency, locally available resources 
and manufacturing, and contribution to 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction.

The Indonesian National Professional Certification 
Authority (BNSP) certified 20 trainers for R290 training. 
Technicians’ training started September 2017.  
The Indonesian National Standardisation Agency 
published new national safety and performance 
standards in 2018, opening the door for further uptake 
of R290 in Indonesia.

Proklima / IKI Projects

http://hydrocarbons21.com/searches/index/search:Devin+Yoshimoto/type:author/id:89
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8472/indonesia_govt_we_support_the_installation_of_hydrocarbon_chillers
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8472/indonesia_govt_we_support_the_installation_of_hydrocarbon_chillers


R290 chillers for the Indonesian 
Pharmaceutical Company 
PT PHAPROS
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© shecco SPRL. By Devin Yoshimoto & Jan Dusek, 
Accelerate Asia, September 2018. http://accelerate.shecco.com

Installing a R290 chiller at the pharmaceutical company PHAPROS
The company estimates the payback period to be 2.5 years and 
its greenhouse gas emissions to be reduced by 356 tCO2 per year.

In January 2018, 
PT PHAPROS 
commissioned two 
AICOOL R290 
chillers, replacing 
two existing R134a 
units, at its 
production facility in 
Semarang, Central 
Java. The R290 
chillers each have a 
cooling capacity of 
231.9 kW and each 
use around 30 kg of 
propane. 



Typical R290 
Applications
o Commercial freezers and display cabinets, 

beverage coolers
o Commercial chillers
o Supermarket refrigeration 

(also in secondary cooling or as a high temperature 
stage in cascade CO2 systems)

o Small and large air conditioners
o Heat pumps

41Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 
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Application of Natural Refrigerants [specifically R290]

Part 3: Examples of uses

Tashkent State Technical University

November 2016

Dr Daniel Colbourne
d.colbourne@re-phridge.co.uk
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NOTE: Viability 
proportions are 

approximate; they will 
always be subject to 

engineering 
interpretation

Potential application of Natural Refrigerants

Viable currently
or short-term

Not viable due to cost, 
safety or performance 

limitations

Viable if obstructive 
standards are remedied

Often, the gap can be 
closed using alternative 

system concepts, e.g., 
chiller instead of 
piped refrigerant

System and 
application 
characteristics

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016

Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants



Viable application of hydrocarbons in air conditioners 

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

HCs

HCs

HCs

HCs

HCs

Source: Daniel Colbourne: 
Application of Natural 
Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical 
University, November 2016

Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants



Benson air conditioning
― Single cooling-only, reversible and heat-

recovery splits
§ Safety aspects

― Designed to AS/NZS 1677 (similar to EN 378)
― Charge size up to 1000g of R290

§ Cost of R290 systems less than R410A
§ Efficiency (cooling and heating) better than 

competing R410A and R22 products

Air conditioners – split type

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016

Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants



AICOOL, Indonesia
― Rooftop ducted and ducted split 

systems developed to use R290 
§ Safety aspects

― Designed to EN 378; up to 2.5 kg 
of R290 per refrigerant circuit

― Cost slightly higher than R22 
systems

Example of ducted split systems with HCs

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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Natural Refrigerants in Chillers

HCs

CO
2

NH3
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Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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§ Several manufacturers using HCs
― Benson, Bright, Earthcare, Frigadon, 

Futron, Klima-therm, Weatherite, 
York/JCI, others…

§ Used for both refrigeration as well as air 
conditioning applications

Examples of HC chillers

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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Examples of HC chillers

York/JCI, Air-cooled chillers
§ Safety aspects

― Designed to EN 378; 
up to 25 kg of R290

§ Cost marginally more than HFC 
products, but with “green premium”

§ R290 gives ~15% higher COP than 
R407C, R410A products

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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Frigadon, Air-cooled chillers
§ Safety aspects

― Designed to EN 378
― Charge size up to 15 kg of R1270

§ Cost of R1270 systems marginally more 
than HFC products

§ Energy consumption
― R1270 gives higher efficiency

Examples of HC chilers

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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Viable application in commercial refrigeration 

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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§ Many commercial 
cabinets with R290, 
R1270, R600a
― End users report 5 – 15% 

lower energy use
§ Numerous manufacturers 

in Europe, Japan, Central 
America, Southern Africa, 
China, SE Asia, etc.

§ Two general categories
― Movable type appliances 

with charges up to 150 g
― Fixed appliances charges 

up to 1.5 kg

Plug-in chillers and freezers

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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Plug-in commercial

Williams refrigeration
― Commercial stand-alone cabinets
― (also supplied with R134a and R404A)

§ Safety aspects
― Designed to EN 378
― Charge size up to 150 g of R290

§ Cost of R290 systems same as HFC
§ Energy consumption

― R290 gives 15% lower kWh/24h than 
HFC

§ R290 has lower noise levels, 
operates efficiently up to +43oC 
ambient

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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Foster Refrigerator
― Commercial stand-alone cabinets

§ Safety aspects
― Designed to EN 60335-2-89
― Charge size up to 150 g of R290

§ Cost of R290 systems same as HFC
§ Energy consumption

― R290 gives 15% lower kWh/24h than 
R134a/R404a option

Plug-in catering

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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Verco
― Commercial display cabinets

§ Safety aspects
― Designed to EN 378
― Charge size up to 500 g of R290

§ Cost of R290 systems similar to HFC
§ Energy consumption

― R290 has 15-20% lower power consumption than HFC

Retail cabinets

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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NH3

HCs

CO2

Viable Natural Refrigerant applications 
in larger cold stores

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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Final remarks

§ There are many examples of systems and equipment that 
employs HCs, R717 and R744

§ Some equipment types still need more development
― e.g., multisplit / VRF AC systems, large central split AC systems 

§ However, R&D progressing at high speed
― Each year, applications that could not previously be satisfied are 

becoming accessible
― Examples include R744 supermarket systems in warm climates 

and R290 in refrigerated trucks
§ Approximately 75% of capacity across ACR&HP sectors 

could be satisfied cost-effectively with NRs

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: Daniel Colbourne: Application of Natural Refrigerants. Examples.
Tashkent State Technical University, November 2016
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Availability and Examples of
R290 
Components and Systems
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Embraco 
R290 and R600a compressors

Embraco offers a wide range of 
compressors for R290 and R600a. 
As a leading company in technology, it 
contributes to influencing the market 
towards the use of this alternative. 
R600a and R290 may be flammable, but 
they do not generate risks of explosion. 

Many people who are not familiar with these 
substances have the following line of 
thought: “If Embraco recommends it, it is a 
good solution”.

59   Embraco, 15/10/2018  
http://refrigerationclub.com/r290-and-r600a/

The use of natural cooling fluids is growing quickly all over the world. 
Among these, hydrocarbons stand out – R600a, isobutane and R290, propane.
They have a strong presence in Europe, China and other markets in Asia. 
In recent years, they have been gaining space in the Brazilian and even 
North American markets.

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019



Emerson Components for 
Hydrocarbon Refrigeration

Ø Emerson’s latest Copeland ASE 
R290 hermetic compressorsmeet 
the US Department of Energy’s 
(DOE) mandate for a 30-50% energy 
reduction for reach-in units.

Ø It also meets EPA’s plans to begin 
phasing out commonly used HFCs 
starting in 2019. 

Ø The newest models of the M-Line 
condensing unit platform are 
designed to significantly increase 
R290 efficiencies, and deliver 
energy improvements of up to 30%.
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15 Nov 2017. 
https://www.coolingpost.com/products/emerson-us-launches-r290-condensing-units
/  
©2019 Emerson Electric Co. All rights reserved. Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Emerson USA launches 
R290 condensing units

https://www.coolingpost.com/products/emerson-us-launches-r290-condensing-units/
https://www.coolingpost.com/products/emerson-us-launches-r290-condensing-units/


Emerson R290 
compressors Ø HFC refrigerants like R404A will be phased-

down via global, federal and state regulation to 
limit high-GWP refrigerants. 

Ø Many operators are actively seeking lower-
GWP options to achieve regulatory compliance 
and meet corporate sustainability targets.

Ø Other operators are hesitant to transition to an 
option that will force them to overhaul their 
current refrigeration architecture or introduce 
a new compression platform. 

Ø Emerson is helping customers of the Copeland 
Hermetic CS compressor line move from 
R404A to one of these approved alternatives  
without introducing new system complexities.

61

Copeland™ compressors offer 
next-generation technology for 
performance, reliability and 
regulation-adhering efficiency. 

Emerson Components for 
Hydrocarbon Refrigeration

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019



Blue Angel 
R290 Air Conditioners

62
© 2016 shecco Media. By Charlotte McLaughlin, Mar 13, 
2018. 
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8174/germany_awards_e
colabel_to_r290_split_ac
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Chinese manufacturer Midea 
received in 2018 
the German government’s 
Blue Angel Ecolabel for its 
split air-conditioning system 
using propane.

This Ecolabel is offering a signal to 
the German and global markets that 
there is a big positive difference between selecting R290 over the old 
HFCs R410A and R32 as alternatives for R22.
Dr. Daniel de Graaf from the German Federal Environment Agency (UBA) 
hopes that Chinese manufacturers will supply their R290 units in the 
European and Asian markets on a greater scale than so far.



Ruach Australia 
Hydrocarbon Air Conditioners

63Source: Ruach Australia. Copyright © 2019 
RUACH Australia All rights reserved. https://ruach.com.au/ Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

What energy savings can I expect from using Hydrocarbon Refrigerants?
Hydrocarbon refrigerants are not just good for the environment; they can also 
save you between 15% to 54% on your energy costs.
Air-conditioning systems are the largest consumers of electricity in any building 
generally accounting for around 60% of a building's total energy consumption.
By converting your equipment to hydrocarbon refrigerants substantial energy savings 
can become a reality.

https://ruach.com.au/


Availability of 
R290 Chiller 
Systems
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Source: 
https://greenthermalenergy.com/products/natural-
refrigerant-packaged-water-chillers/hydrocarbon-
r290-packaged-water-glycol-chillers/ecochill-stratos-
r290/

Green Thermal Energy-Secon 
R290 Refrigeration 
approved partner programme
Green Thermal Energy-Secon R290 
Refrigeration provides a specialist 
support service to their customer base, 
which is designed to assist the R290 
Refrigeration specifier or installer in 
maximising the fast developing opportunity 
within the natural refrigerant sector.
We understand that providing high quality 
equipment is only half of the package 
which is why the Green Thermal Energy-
Secon Approved Partner Programme 
(APP) has been developed to provide the 
specifier or installer with the complete 
R290 Refrigeration support service.



Propane (R290) Chillers.

v Cooltherm and Geoclima R290 
chillers have a proven track record 
for reliability and performance. 
The flammable refrigerant poses no 
more risk than a conventional 
refrigerant when applied using the 
latest technology. 

v R290 is a versatile  environmentally 
friendly refrigerant with a Global 
Warming Potential of only '3'. 
Propane is suitable for medium-low 
and many low temperature 
refrigeration applications as a good 
alterative for R22, R404a, etc. 

65© 2019 Cool-Therm (UK) Ltd. 
https://www.cooltherm.co.uk/propane-chillers

Propane. 
The green traditional Refrigerant

A 500kW air-cooled propane chiller 

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 
Lecture, June 2019



Clade R290 Chillers.

66Source: https://www.clade-es.com/ Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 
Lecture, June 2019

your natural refrigeration choice

We are the UK’s leading manufacturer of natural 
refrigeration solutions using only CO2 and Hydrocarbon.
The team at CLADE recognize the responsibility we all 
have to the environment and the urgency with which 
we must act to reverse the effects of global warming. 

Hydrocarbon Water Chillers
The CLADE Natural chiller range was developed as the next generation in 
chiller technology.

This range of chillers has the ability to deliver up to 6 stages of 
cooling capacity on one single plate heat exchanger. 
This allows our system to service the exact duty 
requirement, therefore 
delivering significant energy benefits.

Primarily for use in retail and industrial process 
cooling applications, our chillers can be configured 
from -6 oC to +18 oC delivery temperature.

All CLADE chillers operate on R290.



Propane Chillers

Propane Chillers from 
Budzar Industries are based on more 
than 40 years of engineering, designing 
and manufacturing experience in the 
process heat transfer industry. 
We can provide compact propane 
chillers from 5 tons to 200 tons, and 
large central chillers up to 700 tons.

67© 2019 Budzar, Ohio, USA.   
https://www.budzar.com/propane-chillers/

       Propane seems to be the ideal solution to 
       phasing out of greenhouse gases because       

 of its advantageous physical properties.  
As a naturally occurring substance, propane can be used for 
air-conditioning systems, commercial refrigeration and various 
industrial processes with high temperature ranges. 
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Propane Chillers

68
© 2017 Frigo Plus, Hungary. http://frigo-plus.hr/en/chillers/

The components of the 
refrigerant circuit are built into the unit designed for indirect cooling. 
Thus, the chiller is compact and easy to install on site. Propane (R290) 
is the refrigerant, which due to its excellent thermodynamic properties 
allows using the chiller in the temperature range from -35°C to +20°C. 
A microprocessor controls the operation of the unit and optimizes 
parameters in order to maximize efficiency.

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Part of Hungary’s Frigo Plus 
production program are 
“Smart & Natural Cooling” 
chillers used for indirect cooling. 

The heat transfer fluid can be 
water or a mixture of water and 
ethylene or propylene glycol.



Propane chillers 
for process cooling and 
refrigeration

69
Source: © 2019 Cool   http://cool.pl/en/zastosowania/r290 Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 
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PPH COOL is a Polish company existing since 1981.

Liquid chiller series 
AQUACOOL GREEN models 
VCG and VCGV with 
ecological refrigerant R290 
(propane) are the latest 
technology units dedicated 
for process cooling. Main 
features are: high energy 
efficiency ratio, multistage 
capacity regulation, silent 
work. R290 refrigerant has no 
detrimental influence on the 
environment. 

http://cool.pl/en/cold/schladzanie-cieczy/agregaty-wody-lodowej-do-zastosowania-w-procesach-technologicznych-2
http://cool.pl/en/cold/schladzanie-cieczy/agregaty-wody-lodowej-do-zastosowania-w-procesach-technologicznych-2
http://cool.pl/en/cold/schladzanie-cieczy/agregaty-wody-lodowej-do-zastosowania-w-procesach-technologicznych-2
http://cool.pl/en/zastosowania/r290
http://cool.pl/en/zastosowania/r290


Natural Refrigerant 
Chillers

70© Futron GmbH 2016 - Icons: icons8.com. 
https://www.futron-gmbh.de/propane-as-refrigerant.html

The Futron refrigeration plants with 
natural refrigerants cover an application 
range from -50°C to +80°C for intensive 
cooling, normal cooling, air conditioning 
and heat pump

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Futron refrigeration plants with natural refrigerant 
technology of the future.
The modular system can be combined individually 
for all refrigeration applications.
The MultiEcoChill is the solution for outdoor 
installation working with two separate circuits 
containing a minimum of refrigerant (2 x 2,2 kg).

Propane is a highly efficient and - with the right refrigeration technology - a very 
safe refrigerant. Propane is one of the natural refrigerants and thus considered 
to be very environmentally friendly.

https://icons8.com/


Minus Forty Hydrocarbon Technology

Canadian OEM sees uptick in 
trained R290 technicians 

71
© shecco Media, 2016 . By Charlotte McLaughlin, Mar 21, 2019
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Many technicians are 
now trained on 
flammable refrigerants, 
says Minus Forty

Minus Forty Technologies 
factory in Georgetown, 
Ontario. 
Credit: Minus Forty

Minus Forty Technologies, a manufacturer of freezers and refrigerated 
cabinets, converted its entire portfolio to R290 in 2017, reacting to tougher 
US-DOE standards on energy consumption for new stand-alone commercial 
refrigeration equipment. The company has orders for propane equipment 
from stores, gas station chains, supermarkets, and foodservice outlets. 
Minus Fourty is confident about safe repairs as there are now many 
qualified technicians. Domenic Ciullo, business development manager, 
believes much of the concern about propane was overblown at first. The 
charge of propane is small. “You're taking more risk barbequing next to a 40 
pound tank.” 

http://hydrocarbons21.com/searches/index/search:Charlotte+McLaughlin/type:author/id:30


Hydrocarbon appliances.

Ø Liebherr was the first manufacturer 
with environmentally friendly 
refrigerants propane (R290) and 
isobutene (R600a) for its entire range 
of refrigerators and freezers. 

Ø Liebherr designs customized propane 
(R290) and isobutane (R600a) 
refrigeration and freezer appliances to 
125plus leading brands including 
Heineken, Pepsi, Bitburger, Nestle, 
Coca-Cola and Red Bull, serving high 
demand for environmentally friendly 
refrigerants. 

72
Source: 
http://hydrocarbons21.com/products/
view/liebherrcommercial

LIEBHERR Medicine and factory-designed laboratory appliances: 
with different temperature ranges for numerous applications, spark free, to -45°C. 

Liebherr's stand-alone chest freezers 
at EuroShop 2017

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 
Lecture, June 2019

Using hydrocarbons, even greater 
energy efficiency can be obtained.



Hydrocarbon appliances

ü For China's food retail market, OEM AHT, 
acquired by Daikin in January 2019 
exhibited R290 cabinets in Kunming, China.

ü According to Jonas Chen, general manager, 
 AHT Cooling Systems (Changshu), interest 
in R290 equipment is increasing in China 
due to propane's energy efficiency and a 
growing focus on environmental 
sustainability among market leaders.

73
Source: 
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8649/chinashop_
2018_aht_steps_up_r290_leadership_in_china

The cabinets on display boasted 'Level 1' on the China Energy Label (CEL). 
Chen said it is very rare to achieve the highest energy-efficiency rating. He 
attributes AHT's score to a combination of propane and variable speed drives.
"We are very happy," Chen said, "because not many equipment providers have 
'Level 1' plug-in units. But we already have a whole series of these models here".

AHT at ChinaShop 2018, Kunming, China.

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 
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Daikin acquires AHT

Daikin has obtained all equity interest for AHT 
effective 22 February 2019.
Noda Hisano from the Public Relations Group of Daikin in Osaka, 
Japan:

He elaborated that Daikin plans to use natural refrigerants in 
applications where CO2 and propane can be used, such as in 
their refrigeration and freezer equipment businesses in Europe.

Daikin will evaluate the global warming impact for each type of 
equipment in various ways including safety, energy efficiency, cost, as 
well as the possibility of refrigerant reclaim and replacement.

Hisano added, "Our objectives will not change with the acquisition of 
AHT. Going forward, we will continue to search for the optimum 
refrigerant for each device in each application.“ 
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By Andrew Williams, December 06, 2018. 
© 2016 Shecco Media. 
http://
hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8697/daikin_acquires_aht
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Installed 
R290 systems
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gases/climate-friendly-freezers/ Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Unilever is the world's largest producer of ice cream, 
using climate-friendly hydrocarbon refrigerants in its freezer cabinets.
“We make more ice creams than any other business.”

Unilever Hydrocarbon 
Ice Cream Freezers

Unilever: “We’re leading the way in deploying natural refrigerant and 
low-energy freezers to reduce the greenhouse gas impact of our 
freezers – and working with others to complete an industry shift.”



Unilever Hydrocarbon 
Ice Cream Freezers

77

Unilever began replacing cabinets with hydrocarbon technology in 2004 
and completely stopped buying new HFC cabinets in 2005. 
By the end of 2016, Unilever had purchased over 2.3 million freezers 
containing hydrocarbon refrigerant.

In 2011, US EPA approved the use of hydrocarbon refrigerants for 
Unilever’s freezer applications. 

Now, all of Unilever’s freezer cabinets in the USA operate on hydrocarbon.

Unilever also pioneers new models using state-of-the-art components to 
increase their energy efficiency.

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Source: https://www.unilever.com/sustainable-
living/reducing-environmental-impact/greenhouse-
gases/climate-friendly-freezers/



Hydrocarbon 
Ice Cream Freezers (1)

78
© shecco Media. By Devin Yoshimoto, Mar 19., 2019.   
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8914/nestle_unveils
_new_hc_solar_powered_ice_cream_chests_in_malaysia

Nestlé Ice Cream unveiled its first solar-powered, 
hydrocarbon-based ice cream kiosks in Malaysia in March, 
as reported by the New Straits Times. 
The freezers keep the ice cream at a maximum temperature of 
-25oC in outdoor temperatures of +35oC. 
Prior to the solar-powered kiosks, Nestlé introduced over 
13,000 eco freezers across Malaysia in 2015. These freezers 
require half as much energy as the previous models and use 
natural refrigerants. 

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Nestlé, the world's largest food processing company, is 
committed to a full phase-out of all fluorocarbon refrigerants.

http://hydrocarbons21.com/searches/index/search:Devin+Yoshimoto/type:author/id:89
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Source: The Sun Daily. © 2019 Sun Media Corporation 
Sdn. Bhd. https://www.thesundaily.my/style-life/tech-
today/frozen-by-the-sun-AD720525 
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Nestlé Ice Cream’s 
first solar-powered 
ice cream kiosk at 
Sunway Lagoon, 
Malaysia.
It avoids as much 
as 263kg of carbon 
dioxide emissions 
annually. 
The solar energy it 
can harvest within 
a day is enough to 
keep it running 
independently for 
2-3 days.

Hydrocarbon 
Ice Cream Freezers (2) 



80© shecco Media. By Charlotte McLaughlin, 
Accelerate Asia, September 2018.   

The Corbie Ring Hotel in Lommel, is 
arguably the most sustainable hotel in 
Belgium, It officially opened its doors in 
February 2018. The owner opted for the 
TripleAqua – a complete heating and 
cooling system that also stores 
energy, thanks to its efficiency and 
environmental credentials. It operates on 
propaene (R443A), with a global 
warming potential (GWP) of only three.

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

The Belgian Corbie Ring Hotel, 
sustainable thanks to hydrocarbons (1)

The Corbie Ring Hotel, Lommel, Belgium

The TripleAqua, is an invention of Menno Van der Hoff (head of R&D and HVAC 
manager at Uniechemie, a division of Swedish HVAC&R distributor Beijer Ref). 
The system here is an outdoor 113 kW unit placed on the roof of the hotel.



81© shecco Media. By Charlotte McLaughlin, 
Accelerate Asia, September 2018.   

The Corbie Ring Hotel wanted an environmentally 
sound, cost-effective and long-lasting solution. 
Most hotels install a separate boiler and a VRF split 
air-conditioning system with high-GWP HFCs. 
Space heating and cooling is generally responsible 
for most of a building’s energy consumption. 
The TripleAqua system provided  the highest 
payback and was the most environmentally 
friendly solution. The calculated return on 
investment is four years. Compared to the other, 
older Corbie hotel  with a different heating and 
cooling system, it is around 50% more efficient.

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

A sustainable Belgian hotel, 
thanks to hydrocarbons (2)

The TripleAqua system on 
the roof of the hotel.

So far, the hotel is quite pleased with the system 
and plans to add a page to the hotel guide on it’s 
environmentally friendly credentials. 

Hotel owner Jan-Baptist Koch



Refrigerants, 
Naturally! 
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The member companies promote a shift in 
commercial refrigeration, i.e. point-of-sale 
cooling units (beverage coolers, vendors, 
dispensers and ice-cream freezers) 
towards natural refrigerants.

Source: Shecco Media. June 2018. 
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8903/iiar
_hydrocarbon_standard_effort_underway

An important advocate of 
hydrocarbon  refrigerants is 
‘Refrigerants, Naturally!’ 
The group consists of Coca 
Cola, PepsiCo, Red Bull and 
Unilever, supported by UNEP, 
Greenpeace and HEAT GmbH. 
The group collectively installed 
almost all, over 7.25 million, 
refrigeration units avoiding 
emissions of around 
43.5 million tons of CO2eq. 
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“We adopted hydrocarbons 
for two reasons, one, because 
they help to deliver the energy 
efficiency that we want and 
two, because of their 
significantly lower GWP.”
(Graeme Houghton, Heineken)

“We’ve got to the point where 
the green way 
– with hydrocarbons – 
is an accepted part of the 
Heineken way of life. 
And it’s reflected in our logo!”
(Graeme Houghton, Heineken)

Source: Andrew Williams, Accelerate 
Europe Summer 2018. 
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8421/heineken_adopting_hydrocarbons_for_all_new_fridges
 © shecco Media. 

Heineken: 
Proud to be green (1)

http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8421/heineken_adopting_hydrocarbons_for_all_new_fridges


Heineken: Proud to be green (2)
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“Cooling is a significant part of our 
CO2 footprint. We’ve got over a 
million fridges out there. 
“We buy roughly 140,000 fridges 
every year,” says Houghton. 
“All the fridges we buy are 
hydrocarbons. We’re on a 
journey. It’s about changing our 
entire fleet.” 
At the same time, we reduce their 
energy consumption by half”. 
Economics are a major driver of 
the decision to use hydrocarbons.
“We have the power to change 
things. It takes time, model-by-
model and area-by-area, until it 
becomes standard.”

Source: Andrew Williams, Accelerate 
Europe Summer 2018. 
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8421/heineken_adopting_hydrocarbons_for_all_new_fridges
 © shecco Media. 

http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8421/heineken_adopting_hydrocarbons_for_all_new_fridges


German retailer ALDI applies R290 technology

ALDI Süd: 
the refrigerant is making the difference
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Source: 
https://unternehmen.aldi-sued.de/de/verantwortung/umwelt/kaeltetechnik
/  
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As early as 1996, ALDI decided to disregard using HCFC refrigerants in its 
new refrigeration systems. In 2006, the first CO2-chillers were installed. 
By 2016, ALDI Süd already operated more than 1,350 CO2-refrigeration 
systems and 7,500 propane chest freezers. 

To show its customers it’s 
environmental engagement, 
ALDI labels all freezers and 
  shelves containing natural 
  refrigerants with the sticker 
  “Sustainable Refrigeration”

https://unternehmen.aldi-sued.de/de/verantwortung/umwelt/kaeltetechnik/
https://unternehmen.aldi-sued.de/de/verantwortung/umwelt/kaeltetechnik/


German multinational retailer ALDI 
applies R290 technology

ALDI is replacing R404A with propane 
in its cold stores in the UK and Ireland, as it targets 

carbon-neutral UK and Irish operations by the end of 2019. 

86
© shecco Media. By Rico Meyn, Mar 04, 2019,
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8879/aldi_replacin
g_r404a_with_propane_in_uk_ireland_cold_stores Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 

Lecture, June 2019

The new R290 cold storage freezers are playing a key role here. 
Using natural refrigerant propane for the cold storage areas is an 
important aspect of the retailer’s sustainability strategy in the UK and 
Ireland. 

http://hydrocarbons21.com/searches/index/search:Rico+Meyn/type:author/id:99
http://hydrocarbons21.com/searches/index/search:Rico+Meyn/type:author/id:99


Dutch fruit grower opts for R290-CO2 system

In August 2018, a fruit grower in the Dutch province of Zeeland 
opened a new cold storage facility with a R290-CO2 cascade system.  

The facility stores 500 tons of hard fruits, mostly pears. The system 
works from August, the harvest time for pears, until May/June. 

87Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial 
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Dutch company Cool Green Solutions provided the 
cooling system. The propane cools the CO2, 
which acts as a brine. Bitzer provided the 
compressors, the heat exchanger is from SWEP, 
and ThermoKey made the condenser. 
The system has two hermetically sealed R290 circuits. 
Each has a charge of 14 kg. The total cooling power is 
120 kW. According to Wim de Leeuw, director at Cool 
Green Solutions, installations with over 100 kW of 
cooling capacity are generally cooled by natural 
refrigerants in the Netherlands. 

The customer likes the R290-CO2 combination because of the 
great efficiency of R744 as brine. CO2 is particularly effective 
for hard fruits, as it has low temperature fluctuations. 

By Rico Meyn , Mar 06, 2019. © 2016 shecco Media 
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/8889/dutch_fruit
_grower_opts_for_r290_co2_system1551882685

http://hydrocarbons21.com/searches/index/search:Rico+Meyn/type:author/id:99
http://hydrocarbons21.com/searches/index/search:Rico+Meyn/type:author/id:99


MIGROS Hydrocarbon Technology

88© shecco Media. By Andrew Williams, 
Accelerate Asia, September 2018.   

Founded in 1925, Migros is Switzerland’s 
largest retail company, largest supermarket 
chain and largest employer. Since 2016, 
Migros already fitted 25 supermarkets 
with water-loop systems based on R290. 
The technology was chosen as alternative 
to CO2 transcritical refrigeration for smaller 
stores. Rather than cooling the whole 
supermarket from a centralized 
refrigeration plant, each wall-mounted 
display case runs off its own propane 
system.
Lithuanian firm Freor LT provides the 
‘Jupiter Green’ cabinets in 
Migros’ water-loop stores. 

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

MIGROS PIONEERING WATER-LOOP TECHNOLOGY

R290 water-loop store, 
Zürich, Switzerland.



R290 Heat Pumps (1)

In March 2017, several manufacturers displayed 
efficient heat pump systems using the natural 
refrigerant propane (R290) at the ISH. 

Some statements:  
from Germany: 
Rudi Bellinger, Heliotherm, sells one of the most 
energy efficient geothermal heat pumps thanks to 
R290. Its seasonal coefficient of performance (SCOP) 
reaches the record high of 6.7.
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Source: 
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/7532/r290_heat_pumps_trending_at_german_ish_tradeshow

German International trade fair 
for sanitation, heating and air conditioning (ISH)

http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/7532/r290_heat_pumps_trending_at_german_ish_tradeshow


from Sweden: 
Roger Johnsson, NIBE's product manager: 

“We are not talking about the refrigerant when we 
talk to our customers. 
We want to offer the best products. 
R290 allows us to do so.” 
NIBE is producing exhaust air source heat pumps 
with R290 since 1998. 
The latest models use 400g of the refrigerant R290 and 
are for outside placement. 
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Source: 
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/7532/r290_heat_pumps_trending_at_german_ish_tradeshow

R290 Heat Pumps (2) 

http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/7532/r290_heat_pumps_trending_at_german_ish_tradeshow


Accelerate America © — All rights reserved accelerate.shecco.comshecco © — All rights reserved

R290 based heat pumps 
(5)

Ø The Dutch award winning 
Triple Aqua hydrocarbon 
heat pumps for commercial 
applications saves up to 
50% in heating and cooling 
costs compared to 
traditional heat pumps, 
achieving a COP of 4 to 10

Ø The system is charged with 
< 5kg of R443A (Propaene), 
a US-EPA SNAP approved 
hydrocarbon mix
[ R443A: R-1270/290/600a (55.0/40.0/5.0)]

Source: http://tripleaqua.com/en/Excerpts from: Klara Zolcer Skacanova, shecco, 17 October 2018
Market trends for natural refrigerants in HVAC 
Hydrocarbon (R290) split Air Conditioners - Unlocking the European market uptake 

http://accelerate.shecco.com/
http://hydrocarbons21.com/articles/7250/tripleaqua_s_dutch_debut


Efficient Energy Generation and Use
for South Africa  
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Efficient Energy Generation and Use 
(1) 

Some press coverage from South Africa:
o South African parliament approves long-delayed carbon tax bill 
The new law allows a tax rate of 120 rand ($8.48) per tonne of 
carbon dioxide equivalent and states that total tax-free allowances 
during the first phase until around 2022 can be as high as 95 percent.
Source: Reuters, 19/02/2019 http://news.trust.org/item/20190219144841-j3y64

o Nationwide 'shortage' of solar panels, storage batteries as 
demand spikes

“For many people there is a pressing need to keep operating regardless 
of power cuts, so they are looking at solar panels and batteries not to 
save electricity costs or the environment, but just so they can 
carry on. Generators are generally not such a good option, particularly 
with fuel supply shortages,” quote: Blue Planet Power, Knysna.
Source: OFS, 22/03/2019 https://
www.ofm.co.za/article/sa/272875/nationwide-shortage-of-solar-panels-storage-batteries-as-demand-spikes
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http://news.trust.org/item/20190219144841-j3y64
http://news.trust.org/item/20190219144841-j3y64
http://news.trust.org/item/20190219144841-j3y64
https://www.ofm.co.za/article/sa/272875/nationwide-shortage-of-solar-panels-storage-batteries-as-demand-spikes
https://www.ofm.co.za/article/sa/272875/nationwide-shortage-of-solar-panels-storage-batteries-as-demand-spikes


o How do we solve South Africa’s energy crisis? 
A smarter, more flexible grid, rethinking electricity distribution from 
generation to consumption, is a key element which needs to be 
addressed. This would allow South Africa to invest more heavily in 
renewable generation capacity for a more significant part of the 
energy mix.    Source: Steve Hedden, ISS Pretoria, 25/09/2015 
https://www.weforum.org
/agenda/2015/09/how-do-we-solve-south-africas-energy-crisis/
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Efficient Energy Generation and Use 
(2) 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/how-do-we-solve-south-africas-energy-crisis/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/how-do-we-solve-south-africas-energy-crisis/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/how-do-we-solve-south-africas-energy-crisis/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/09/how-do-we-solve-south-africas-energy-crisis/
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Efficient Energy Generation and Use 
(2) 

Some smart approaches 
to integrated energy generation, use and storage:

Ø Energy efficiency and renewable energy sources
Ø Virtual Power Plants and Microgrids 
Ø Trigeneration (generating electricity, heat and cold in one 

process)
Ø Surplus energy storage (hot water, ice, hydrogen gas, 

batteries, Eskom(!): pump storage in depleted closed mines) 



Germany’s ALDI Nord applies integrated 
energy use and climate policy

96© 2019 ALDI Einkauf GmbH & Co. oHG     https://www.cr-
aldinord.com/2017/nachhaltigkeitsbericht/highlights/klimastrategie/
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In 2017, ALDI Nord 
generated around 23.000 
MWh electricity. 
Of this, about 70% was 
used on location and the 
rest was sold into the 
national grid. 
In order to use this surplus 
energy at a later time, 
various energy storage 
technologies are under 
investigation. 

ALDI Nord developed a comprehensive climate protection strategy and 
implementation plan with the goal to reduce until 2021 its CO2 emissions 
by 40% compared to 2015 levels. 

Renewable Energy 
and Energy Storage: 
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Assessment 
of energy use 
and emission 
sources 
(for explanations 
see next page).

Germany’s ALDI Nord applies integrated 
energy use and climate policy (1)

Energy 
Efficiency, 
Renewable 
Energy:
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59 percent in stores
The operation of branches accounts 
for the largest share of our greenhouse 
gas emissions. A branch consumes 
between 150 to 250 MWh of electricity 
per year. Our biggest lever for energy 
efficiency is cooling and lighting.

17 percent due to refrigerant losses
Refrigerant leaks cannot be completely 
avoided. HFC refrigerants escaping into 
the atmosphere contribute to global 
warming. We are increasingly replacing 
HFCs with climate-friendly natural 
refrigerants propane (R290) and CO2.

13 percent through logistics
Our goods are transported from 
logistics centers to the branches 
causing greenhouse gas emissions 
from the diesel consumption of trucks. 
It is still difficult to replace diesel with a 
more climate-friendly drive. We started 
to examine the use of alternative drives 
in 2017.

9 percent in logistics centers
In the logistics centers, lighting is 
responsible for up to 50% of electricity 
consumption. With LED technology we 
could achieve great savings. We also use 
demand-adapted lighting. Here motion 
detectors fully illuminate storage areas 
only where work is being done. 
In addition, we installed daylight sensors, 
where artificial lighting is reduced 
depending on the amount of daylight.

Germany’s ALDI Nord applies integrated 
energy use and climate policy (2)



Germany’s ALDI Nord and 
Viessmann realize integrated energy concept  

99© Viessmann Kühlsysteme GmbH, 
RS4664_Viessmann_ESyCool_en.pdf
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ESyCool green
Advanced energy concepts for food retailing

Refrigeration and heating with 
a thermal store
The concept enables the storage of 
thermal energy.  The enormous energy 
yield produced by the phase change from 
water to ice plays a decisive role in this.
ESyCool green contains the natural 
refrigerant propane in only small quantities 
in the hermetically sealed circuits of the 
Vitocal heat pump cascade.

The ESyCool integrated energy system uses highly efficient heat pumps which 
refrigerate rather than generate heat. 
The electricity comes from PV solar panels.

Renewable Energy 
and Energy Storage: 



Additional elements for 
holistic energy systems: 
Transport Refrigeration (1)
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July/August 2017 issue of Cold Link Africa, 
Thermal test chamber – a step towards food safety, by John Ackermann 
http://www.coldlinkafrica.co.za/index.php/news-events/news/60-thermal-
test-chamber-a-step-towards-food-safety

In October 2011, GIZ started a project to mitigate the 
carbon emissions from the transportation of 
temperature-sensitive perishables in South Africa. 
The project, funded by the German Ministry for the 
Environment, Nature Conservation, Building, and 
Nuclear Safety, partnered with the South African 
Department of Environmental Affairs (dti), the 
Department of Transport and trade associations.
Together with various stakeholders in the cold chain 
industry a thermal test chamber was set up and 
commissioned in May 2017. 

The chamber is ready to accept vehicles for testing. 
It will be operated by Constant Pretorius, with the 
measurements and calibration of instruments 
done by registered petrologist, Joshua Msimanga.
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Source (partly): Presentation at the Montreal Protocol 
Meeting of the Parties, Dubai 2015
Bill Wilson, Transfrig, Dr Daniel Colbourne, HEAT/GIZ
Michael Schuster, GIZ South Africa

Transfrig, the South African manufacturer of transport refrigeration systems and 
GIZ South Africa field tested a R290 refrigeration unit in 2017. A locally produced 
Transfrig model MT450 transport refrigeration unit with 
R404A (GWP100 3922 / GWP20 6011) was converted to R290 (GWP <3). 
The unit’s refrigerant charge was reduced from 3.5kg of R404A to only 600g R290. 
Some piping could be reduced from 10mm to 7mm in the evaporator and 
from 10mm to 5mm in the condenser. The COP improved by 25% to 30%. 
R290 is a class A3 refrigerant. It was essential to prevent any chance of fire. 
The tests were extensive and included all possible leakages from the system. 
The unit is performing well and could become a standard production model.

INTRODUCING 
R290 in transport 
refrigeration in 
South Africa

The unit’s testing and design changes were guided by Daniel Colbourne of the UK. 

Additional elements for holistic energy systems: 
Transport Refrigeration (2)
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Virtual Power Plant – All Power no Plant

19/07/22
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Microgrids are the future of energy management (Siemens)

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019



Integrated Energy Systems
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Source: energy & meteo systems GmbH 
https://www.energymeteo.com/products/virtu
al_power_plant/the_virtual_power_plant.php

Virtual Power Plants: 
Key Technology for the Energy Transition 
(„Energiewende")Energy & Meteo Systems 

virtual power plant is a 
software-as-a-service 
solution, removing the need 

to create your own 
infrastructure.
Virtual Power Plants 
are modularly designed 
software suites which 
effectively connect, 
coordinate and 
monitor decentralized 
power-generating sites, 
storage facilities and 
controllable loads via a 
common intelligent 
control center.
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Natural gas fired plants cost less at $676 to $2,095 per kW. 
But both options carry considerable environmental and stranded investment risks. 

Virtual power plants, on the other hand, provide financial and environment benefits for 
distributed energy asset owners, while also maintaining a reliable supply and demand 
balance of the electric grid, at a cost of approximately only $80 per kW.

Virtual power plants incorporate 
short-term load, distributed 
generation forecasting and 
aggregation capabilities. They 
perform near real-time shifting 
of commercial and residential 
net loads to automatically 
provide the optimized needs of 
the consumers. 

The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) notes that building a new coal-fired 
power plant costs  from $2,934 to $6,599 per kW, depending on the technology. 

Source: Enbala | #211 - 930 West 1st Street | North Vancouver, BC 
Canada | V7P 3N4 | (866) 957-3672 | info@enbala.com | enbala.com

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
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Germany’s ALDI Süd 
sets up a virtual power plant

106

Source: ALDI Süd. https://ixtenso.de/store-design/aldi-sued-
filialen-bilden-ein-virtuelles-kraftwerk.html Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

In 2017, 1200 of 1870 
Aldi Süd stores generated 
112 million KWh photovoltaic 
electricity on their roofs. About 
80% for local consumption. 
Aldi Süd, energy provider EnBW, 
battery provider ADS-TEC and the 
experts of Pohlen Solar 
cooperated to create a virtual 
power plant to optimize use of the 
surplus solar energy. 

Goal is to create energy independent, zero-emission stores. 
The virtual power plant currently manages the energy flow of three ALDI stores with 
solar panels and battery storage, plus seven Aldi Süd stores and one logistics center 
with only solar panels.

Renewable Energy, 
Virtual Power plant:
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Different kinds of available energy storage

Etogas Smart Energy Solutions, ETOGAS GmbH Industriestrasse 6, D-70565 Stuttgart, Germany

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
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TriGeneration | N2telligence

Example of 
Trigeneration:

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

Fuji N2telligence offers you highly 
efficient, environmentally friendly and 
economical fuel cell systems for the 
fixed supply of power, heat and 
cooling, and if required, also 
preventive fire protection through 
oxygen reduction.
N2telligence has exclusive rights to 
fuel-cell-related patents owned by 
Airbus.
                             N2telligence serves
                             customers worldwide.

Source: https://www.n2telligence.com/en/products

http://www.n2telligence.com/en/products/trigeneration
http://www.n2telligence.com/en/products/trigeneration


Fuel cells
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HORIZON Fuel Cell Science Kit

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019



Fronius Fuel Cell 
Technology
Fronius International GmbH
Froniusplatz 1
4600 Wels
Austria
energycell@fronius.com
www.fronius.com/energycell

Large scale Fuel Cell 
applications by 
Hydrogenics, 
Mississauga, Canada

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019



Hydrogen 
fuel cell 
technologies

HPS Home Power Solutions GmbH 
(HPS)
HPS Home Power Solutions GmbH
Carl-Scheele-Str. 16, 12489 Berlin
+49 30 5169 581 0
mail@homepowersolutions.de

https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/hps-home-power-
solutions-gmbh-and-ballard-power-systems-announce-
cooperation-for-energy-self-sufficient-private-homes/

HPS Home Power Solutions GmbH 
and Ballard Power Systems 
announce cooperation for 
energy self-sufficient private homes

Ballard Power 
Systems 
supplies fuel 
cell stacks for 
Picea(R) system

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

mailto:mail@homepowersolutions.de


RTS Africa fills gap in the Local Hydrogen 
Generation Market with NEL Hydrogen PEM 
Electrolysers
By FuelCellsWorks  January 26, 2019 

For bulk manufacturing of hydrogen, 
adequate, cost-effective solutions for 
generating high-volume hydrogen are 
locally available.

For the supply and storage of hydrogen 
for small-to-medium users, RTS Africa’s 
Nel PEM electrolysers are the ideal 
solution.

Source: https://fuelcellsworks.com/news/rts-africa-fills-
gap-in-the-local-hydrogen-generation-market-with-nel-
hydrogen-pem-electrolysers/ Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019

https://fuelcellsworks.com/author/manny/


Desalination of Seawater 
and Brackish Water

Dr. Volkmar Hasse, Dreosti Memorial Lecture, June 2019
Source: https://www.fastcompany.com/90353878/this-solar-
powered-desalination-device-delivers-cheap-clean-water

“Basically the running costs are zero, because solar is free,” says Antti Pohjola, 
CEO of Solar Water Solutions, the Finland-based  startup  that makes the 
technology. Desalination usually uses large amounts of electricity. The new tech 
uses solar power to turn ocean water from the Atlantic into drinking water. 

The system is in place 
on the campus of the 
University of Namibia. 
Similar systems could 
help address other fresh 
water challenges at a 
larger scale, and 
independent small 
desalination plants can 
provide water locally 
rather than delivering it 
long distances. 

Namibia-Finland Cooperation 
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• For future generations: 
Fulfill our responsibility to provide a future 
and leave behind a world worth living in.

• Fulfill our obligations towards the Paris Agreement: 
Limit global warming until the year 2100 to 1.5 to 2oC 
compared to pre-industrial times.

Why are we doing all 
this?                
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What motivates me?
Climate Change!
https://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/



The Climate Challenge
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Source: http://www.floodmap.net/

Durban: indication of areas under threat with 1m sea level rise

https://youtu.be/cQ_txqW1Ev8
https://youtu.be/cQ_txqW1Ev8
http://www.floodmap.net/


The Climate Challenge
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Source: http://www.floodmap.net/

Port Elizabeth: indication of areas under threat with 1m sea level rise

https://youtu.be/cQ_txqW1Ev8
https://youtu.be/cQ_txqW1Ev8
http://www.floodmap.net/


The Climate Challenge
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Source: http://www.floodmap.net/

Cape Town: indication of areas under threat with 1m sea level 
rise

https://youtu.be/cQ_txqW1Ev8
https://youtu.be/cQ_txqW1Ev8
http://www.floodmap.net/


The Climate Challenge
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Source: http://www.floodmap.net/

Friesland: indication of areas under threat with 1m sea level rise

https://youtu.be/cQ_txqW1Ev8
https://youtu.be/cQ_txqW1Ev8
http://www.floodmap.net/


Climate change

Ø An important part of winning the climate 
challenge 
is spreading the use of natural refrigerants. 

Ø Natural refrigerants including R290 are 
technically feasible, economically attractive, 
and environmentally responsible. 

Ø Natural refrigerants eliminate HFC’s extreme 
GWP and – especially as designs will improve 
further – can reduce energy consumption by 
as much as 50% or even more.
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Refrigeration and the Climate 
Challengev Yes, the future will be hot and we need cooling. 

Lots of it and more and more.
v Yes, natural refrigerants make business sense! With 

every equipment upgrade, it makes long term sense to 
apply the currently most climate friendly technologies.

v And YES – hydrocarbon technology is definitively 
safe and quite economical to acquire and operate. 

v And NO – fluorinated refrigerants are in most cases 
not needed anymore!

v Those who want to ensure a sustainable future for their 
business may integrate refrigeration technology with 
renewable energy and micro-grid energy management. 

v And YES – its urgent! 
We need to do everything and do it all at once. 
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Thank you very much for your interest and attention!

For any further information or questions, kindly contact
Dr. Volkmar Hasse, volkmarhasse@web.de 
or
Bernhard Siegele, PROKLIMA Program Manager, bernhard.siegele@giz.de 
or 
your SAIRAC Secretariat 

mailto:volkmarhasse@web.de
mailto:bernhard.siegele@giz.de
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